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Research Abstract: 

This project addresses the sovietization of Estonia between its first occupation in 1940 

and the country’s independence in 1991.  My chief assertion is that regional variation within 

Estonia prevented the uniform sovietization of the republic.  An investigation into the 

transformation of Estonia’s administrative, economic, and cultural institutions demonstrates a 

decentralized process intimately responsive to local life and longue durée historical processes.  

Focusing on three different regions—Harjumaa, including Tallinn; Tartumaa, including Tartu; 

and Saaremaa, including Kuressaare—the research project at once clarifies the methods by 

which the Soviet center endeavored to establish its own character in local institutions, the way 

average people experienced and responded to sovietization, and how Estonian state bureaucrats 

facilitated the link between local and federal.  My investigation demonstrates that Estonia was 

neither a people held in a “prison house of nations” nor a model of pro-Soviet friendship and 

cooperation—two common descriptions in the historiography.  Rather, it more closely resembled 

the peripheral territories of the pre-Soviet tsarist empire in which the metropole had also 

attempted to impose a new modernization and supranational identity.  While the Soviet Union 

was supremely capable of and interested in transforming the lives of its subjects, the primary 

barrier to full imperial incorporation was the necessity of compromise at the local level.  

Research Goals: 
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When the Soviet Union began its occupation of the Baltic littoral in 1940, it imagined it 

was recapturing a territory previously held for centuries by the tsarist empire.  From twenty years 

of experience governing its own nation-state, however, Estonians had consciously created a new 

destiny for themselves, separate from both Russian and German influence.  Much of the interwar 

years in Estonia were spent reforming institutions, for example: introducing Estonian as the 

primary language of government and of education; redistributing land previously monopolized 

by the ethnic German noble class; and establishing its own democratically elected parliament.  

Thus, when the first Soviet soldiers arrived in Estonia, they entered a transformed country 

inhabited by a transformed people. 

My research’s primary goal is concerned with measuring the influence of Estonia’s past 

experience under the pre-Soviet regimes against the Soviet state’s ability to transform Estonian 

society after the Second World War.  Using three regional case studies, I will demonstrate that 

this period was not a complete break from the past nor was the Soviet state unchanging in its 

tactics over time; that the experience of sovietization was critically influenced by where in 

Estonia it took place; and that some aspects of daily life were thoroughly changed by Soviet 

intervention while others remained more or less the same.  I am consciously challenging the 

assumption many have that the Soviet state was centralizing in a capacity that other regimes of 

Estonia could not; instead, they had to cope with consistent populist pressure from below, 

especially from the 1970s, that had been stirring for centuries. 

Estonia’s case is particularly significant as it posed the greatest challenge to the Soviet 

model of governance from within the USSR.  In the 1950s, Estonian society faced a crisis in 

which many believed the Estonian language and culture was on the brink of extinction.  By the 

1980s, it was precisely this group that was most vocal in opposition to the central state.  To 
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understand why this was the case, we require answers to a series of related questions: what were 

the shortcomings of the Soviet federative structure that based itself on national administrative-

territorial units?  Was it possible to enforce a unifying supranational identity over a people who 

had recently experienced a national awakening?  And how can a single-party state function in an 

area with virtually no indigenous members of that party?1  Was the republic even truly 

“Estonian” if the majority of its government was constituted by non-indigenous Estonians, but 

rather Slavs and “Russian-Estonians” from the Soviet interior?  Is it feasible, in principle, to 

exert control over the entirety of a country evenly, even if that country is small in area and 

population?  What role can the historical experience of regional autonomy allow for local 

officials to seek exceptions to centralizing federal policies? 

In answering these questions, this dissertation aims to illuminate two critical areas of 

greater import.  First, it will inform the highly contentious contemporary relationship between 

Estonia and Russia, which continues to be strained by resentments from this period.  Effective 

foreign policy cannot be created concerning Estonia’s geopolitical situation without an 

understanding of its origins.  As most international observers still believe Estonia to be 

intrinsically tied to Russia, my work will aid us in appreciating the extent to which this is a 

dangerous assumption to make.  Secondly, it will provide valuable data in considering what the 

USSR offered in terms of an alternative governing model to the nation-state.  At the same time, it 

will look at the limitations of this model and consider that even a centralizing, authoritative state 

had fundamental constraints in what it could do to transform a society. 

 
1 While there were a number of Estonians who were a part of the Estonian Communist Party at the outset of the 
Second World War, but distrust after the war saw the demotion or deportation of many, leaving a majority presence 
of “Russian-Estonians” in the ECP who were Estonian by birth but had been in most cases entirely Russified.  
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Research Activities:  

The majority of my time in Estonia was spent in the Estonian National Archive (Eesti 

Rahvaarhiiv.)  I began my investigation by looking into the activities of the Estonian Communist 

Party (ECP) and its correspondence with the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.  While there 

are substantial holdings in the National Archive concerning economic and cultural reform, I 

found that there was little statistical and demographic data available for the years before the 

death of Stalin.  I was expecting this, as the Second World War had just concluded and this was 

certainly the period in which Estonia experienced the greatest upheaval, but I was partially 

disappointed that the availability of figures was restricted.  I am looking into supplementing what 

I do have from the Estonian archives with what I may be able to find in Moscow on the same 

topic; however, I have reason to suspect that a lack of an Estonian presence in the central party’s 

mechanism may be reflected in less material in the Russian archives. 

After beginning the investigation from the top, I moved toward a closer investigation into 

local life, especially in Tallinn.  On this topic broadly, I experienced the opposite problem—

there is a massive amount of information concerning local life represented there.  From police 

files to church registries, from hospital records to magazine issues, to get the whole picture of 

what really happened on the ground would unfortunately require more time than I had on the 

Title VIII program.  That being said, I was able to take thousands of photographs of individual 

sources that I will be able to review upon my return to the United States.  I expect that the 

information I have so far will demonstrate that Tallinn was fundamentally reshaped, both 

figuratively and literally, more than any other place in the country.  It is in the transformation of 

Tallinn that I find there is the most room to argue that this period is unique in its historical 

development. 
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Among some of the most significant sources I was able to review during my time in the 

National Archive were the two largest daily newspapers in Estonia during the Soviet period, the 

Estonian-language The People’s Voice (Rahva Hääl) and the Russian-Language Soviet Estonia 

(Sovietskaia Estoniia.)  While they naturally need to be read with a critical eye, I found them 

similarly useful as the other regional newspapers I have previously reviewed in my study of 

Soviet Karelia.  Apart from identifying what information the state wanted to disseminate to its 

population, it included information on cultural and educational programs throughout the country.  

The difference in publication data between the two papers also demonstrates an important and 

interesting divide in Estonian society along ethnic and linguistic lines. 

One of the topics on which I was originally most interested in investigating was on the 

ability of the leader of the Estonian Communist Party to influence the expression of Soviet 

power in Estonia.  The prevailing idea is that their influence did exist but was minimal.  The 

leader of the Party from 1950 to 1978 was Johannes Käbin, who after the death of Stalin was 

considered by Estonians to be a moderating influence and a possible avenue through which 

popular sentiment could be expressed to the elite in Moscow.  After his replacement by Karl 

Vaino in 1978, however, there was ostensibly very little hope for the Soviet state to be reformed 

to allow the presence of more ethnic Estonians in leadership.  Current scholarship claims that for 

many Estonians, Vaino’s ascension to power marked a breaking point.  While most in Estonia 

were disillusioned by a lack of intervention into the Baltics after the Second World War by the 

wartime Allies, by 1978 greater numbers were willing once again to reach out to the international 

community for aid.  The earliest example of this was the “Baltic Appeal,” a pan-Baltic letter to 

the United Nations in 1979 to investigate the conditions that led to Baltic states’ annexation by 

the Soviet Union and to grant independence to the three states on the basis of international law.  I 
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had been aware that legal arguments for independence were consistently made by Baltic peoples 

outside of the Soviet Union, but my research shows to a remarkable degree that the communities 

within the Soviet Union were making similar arguments and were the most active proponents of 

their own statehood by the 1980s. 

In addition to my research in the National Archive, there were an abundance of local 

museums that maintained their own archives on both county- and city-level administration 

during the Soviet period.  These archives, though much more limited in scope than the 

collections of the National Archive, did contain crucial information on the transformation of 

urban and rural space, especially Tallinn and Tartu and the kolkhoz and sovkhoz agricultural 

structures.  One of the most interesting avenues of research was an investigation into how life for 

agricultural laborers differed depending on how the collective farm was administrated.  As was 

the case in other Soviet republics, heavy industry and agriculture were most directly influenced 

by Soviet authorities.  That being said, I do have some evidence to support that regional 

differences in kolkhozes may have been determined by local actors, especially during those times 

when central authorities demanded the consolidation of smaller farms into increasingly large 

plantations.  Because access to Saaremaa was restricted during Soviet times, I believe I was 

among the first Western scholars to access the county museum archives in Kuressaare.  I intend 

to return to the museum on a future research trip to gather more documents to accentuate the 

difference in rural life between mainland Estonia and its islands, as I propose this is among the 

most important distinctions between the two during the Soviet period. 

Important Research Findings: 

A topic on which there is a significant amount of secondary scholarship is partisan 

resistance to Soviet rule after the Second World War in Estonia.  Several thousand Estonians, 
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along with parallel movements in Latvia and especially Lithuania, fled to the forests of Estonia 

after the war in a bid to restore the state’s independence.  The “Forest Brothers” (Metsavennad) 

established and maintained supply through the aid of local populations and conducted military 

assaults on Soviet soldiers with some success until their effective disbandment after 1955.  The 

prevailing scholarship focuses on their erstwhile hope that they would provide the wartime Allies 

an opportunity to mount an incursion into the Soviet Union and then later the cultural presence of 

the Forest Brothers in Estonian society as a symbol of possible resistance against tyranny.  My 

own research on the Forest Brothers has indicated that they served another equally important 

symbolic purpose—they were a tangible limit to the expression of Soviet power. 

While the absolute numbers of the Forest Brothers were always small, they were able to 

exert real political and military control over portions of the Estonian countryside.  Their 

existence in these areas demonstrated the limitation of the Soviet state’s ability to establish total 

sovereignty—that some thousand Estonians could, through their intimate knowledge of local 

geography and their relationship to its population, prevent the even spread of Soviet power is 

stunning.  While the hope of any dramatic result of their resistance was lost by the late 1940s, it 

was only after a declaration of amnesty in 1955 that these Estonians reluctantly joined Soviet 

society.  While their activities took place largely outside the realm of my three case studies, I 

propose that their existence was enough to serve as a proof that Soviet power did have inherent 

limits and that concessions could be wrought from the state through the actions of a small group 

of people at the country’s periphery. 

Concerning the differences among my case studies, I found that one of the most 

significant factors that defined cultural life was the availability of foreign media in northern 

Estonia through Finland.  Despite Soviet attempts to block radio and television signals, the 
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northern Estonian received consistent transmissions from outside the Eastern Bloc.  By the early 

1970s, the Estonian republic had the highest number of television sets per capita in the Soviet 

Union.  I found that the Estonian Communist Party championed the television as a method by 

which Estonians could learn Russian, and while this certainly did occur to a degree, there is 

documented evidence that many Estonian families would take regular trips to the northern part of 

the country specifically to enjoy foreign television and radio. 

After the establishment of the Tallinn-Helsinki ferry in 1965, Estonians, though 

especially Tallinners, enjoyed a greater degree of mobility than many other Soviet peoples.  This 

combined with the presence of foreign media certainly distinguished Estonians from other Soviet 

peoples, and certain regions of Estonia over others—for example, it was more difficult for a 

resident of Saaremaa to travel both because of logistical problems and military regulations.  The 

degree to which people from Saaremaa experienced the same media as those from Tallinn or 

Tartu is still not entirely clear, but evidence points to a substantially different reality for southern 

Estonia and the western islands. 

While my case studies represent the areas of Estonia where Soviet power should have 

been felt most keenly, there were still demonstrable limits to how quickly central initiatives 

could be carried out on the ground.  The classic example of this is how the collectivization of 

agriculture was not immediately unveiled in Estonia, but rather happened in a series of measures 

culminating at the end of the 1940s.  Until the death of Stalin, the Soviet elite had very few local 

actors they felt they could trust, as even the members of the Estonian Communist Party in 1940 

were looked at with suspicion after the German occupation of Estonia.  The ultimate result of the 

distrust was a brutal campaign of deportations into the Soviet interior, the single event that looms 

largest in the collective memory of Soviet times.  I found that the pattern for most reform was 
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gradual, though with the addition of some extreme measures, most notably in Estonia’s oil shale 

industry. 

Although additional research will be necessary to substantiate this claim, I find that on 

matters of entirely local concern, there was a considerable amount of room for small actors to 

form the way Soviet policy was felt on the ground appreciably.  Biographical data on many of 

Estonia’s figures, even those in significant positions of power, are unfortunately oftentimes 

unavailable; however, the institutional history of individual schools, cultural clubs, and 

workplaces are well preserved.  While I found that localities had less control over their part of 

the central economy, especially when it concerned heavy industry, my research may indicate that 

they did indeed have significant influence over educational policies.   

While higher education during the Soviet period was dominated by the Academy of 

Sciences, primary education was still effectively managed at the local level, with increasing 

amounts of autonomy outside of Tallinn and Tartu.  One of the most significant areas of 

contention in Estonian society both during the Soviet period and today concerns the language of 

instruction in primary schools.  It has never been popular in Estonian education to hold courses 

in both Estonian and Russian within the same school; instead, they are separated into different 

institutions which has historically contributed to a divide between the two groups.  Compared to 

the all-Union average, those who attended Estonian-language schools had an additional year of 

instruction to account for the necessity to learn Russian on top of another elective foreign 

language.  In the mid-1960s, however, the Soviet state attempted to standardize the number of 

years of instruction by reducing the total number by one.  This met with considerable opposition 

from the Estonian branch of the Union of Writers, who were able to successfully lobby for an 

exception in Estonia’s case, ultimately leading to a reimplementation of an extra year for all of 
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the Baltic republics.  This episode was particularly striking to me as it demonstrates that even at 

the highest level, the Soviet state was willing to make compromises with local elites on 

important issues and were, in this case, responsive to the realities that ethnic Estonians faced.  

Upon reviewing information on individual schools for my three case studies, there is an 

abundance of evidence indicating small compromises along this line happened constantly 

throughout this period. 

Policy Implications and Recommendations: 

The single greatest social issue in contemporary Estonian society is the contentious 

divide between ethnic Estonians and Slavs.  While ethnic Estonians held a clear majority of the 

population during the interwar era, declining birth rates combined with an aggressive policy of 

Slavic in-migration reduced this domination by a great degree.  This led to widespread fear 

during the Cold War and beyond that the Estonian language and culture would eventually be lost, 

as the absolute number of ethnic Estonians has hovered around one million for the past century.  

It is my experience that many Estonians feel this same fear today.  The government has taken 

aggressive steps to promote the learning of Estonian by Soviet-era peoples—it effectively denies 

citizenship to those who do not have a minimum command of the language but also offers free 

language courses or tuition refunds to those who can successfully pass the state language exam.  

This has created resentment among the Slavic community in Estonia, who find it mostly 

unnecessary to learn Estonian to navigate their daily lives. 

The divide in Estonian society is along linguistic lines but is generally expressed 

geographically.  One of the most well understood cases of this is in the city of Narva, where 

Russian speakers dominate public spaces and the influence of the Russian Federation through 

televised and written media can be compared to that once held by the Soviet state.  A very 
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limited number of ethnic Estonians live permanently in Narva, as the standard of living there is 

much lower than in Estonian-dominated cities.  This is also the case in Kohtla-Järve and other 

Soviet-era cities that once focused on heavy industry and at one time demanded large numbers of 

workers from other Soviet republics.  As these industries lag in present times, resentments grow 

as Slavic people disproportionately find themselves with less opportunities in Estonian society.  

Many presently fear that the Russian Federation may use the disparity in quality of life as a 

pretext to seize the Russian-majority areas on the border region, as they did in Crimea.  As 

Estonia is a member of the European Union and NATO, I do not find this event likely to occur.  

That being said, agitation from within Estonia is not an impossibility. 

Apart from whole cities that can be delineated on linguistic lines, sections of urban 

spaces are generally also divided.  Tallinn, for example, experienced a great amount of growth 

during the Soviet era in terms of area in order to serve a growing population of both Estonians 

and mostly Slavic immigrants.  The city section of Lasnamäe is the most heavily populated 

region of Tallinn with approximately 115,000 current residents.  With some exceptions, this 

section of the city is dominated by Russian-speaking peoples and, having been constructed 

during the late Soviet period, is visually distinct from the areas of the city dominated by 

Estonians.  This fact is significant because it demonstrates a general resistance of the two 

populations to break from divisions established during the Soviet era. 

My recommendation for policy analysts on Estonia is to focus their efforts on uncovering 

the state of this divide in Estonian society and possibly reaching out to the Estonian government 

to contribute to a long-term solution.  While Soviet-era peoples have understandable reluctance 

to learn Estonian, the persistance of separate Estonian- and Russian-language schools established 

during the Soviet era threatens to continue a general divide within Soviet society for future 
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generations.  As the divide has resulted in economic disparity between the two groups, one 

possible avenue for mending the relationship is foreign investment in current industrial and 

developmental projects that could provide alternate opportunities for Slavic peoples in Estonia 

apart from the antequated industries of the Soviet era. 

Co-Curricular Activity:  

In addition to the archival resources I was able to access while on the Title VIII program, 

I was able to establish a myriad of contacts within Estonian universities and museums.  My 

research trip was formally sponsored by Tartu University and I was welcomed warmly by their 

staff and given aid in searching for particular document collections.  The staff at the Museum of 

Occupations and Freedom (Vabamu) was similarly helpful.  I joined a society that regularly 

made trips around Estonia to visit locations in Estonia where Finno-Ugric minorities live, which 

will certainly contribute to a future work on the presence of smaller minorities in Estonia and 

their experience under Soviet rule.  Estonian scholars are generally eager to reach out to 

foreigners with an interest in Baltic history and of all my past experience conducting research in 

a foreign country, Estonia was surely the most open. 

Conclusions:  

The most fundamental conclusion I have made during the Title VIII program is that the 

archival holdings were enough to support the dissertation project I had outlined at the outset.  

Because there is a massive amount of documents on local life in Estonia during this period, the 

problem I will face in the future is parsing which hold truly significant information that can help 

us better characterize Estonian society in the past and present.  I am confident that the three case 

studies I have chosen—partially on the basis of medieval administrative divisions—are 
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sufficiently different as to provide an individual outlook on the Estonian way of life while also 

serving as a representative sample of more general experience. 

Plans for Future Research Agenda/Presentations and Publications:  

Although the COVID-19 pandemic introduces a great degree of uncertainty, I tentatively 

propose to return to Estonia in late 2020 for a period of nine months in order to conduct 

additional research focused in the National Archive branch in Tartu.  During the Title VIII 

program, I focused on gathering information that applied to all places in the republic in addition 

to those specifically relating to Tallinn.  In order to round out my study, additional research on 

Tartu and Saaremaa will be necessary. 

I view my dissertation as one part of a continued project to describe the local experience 

of Soviet rule more broadly in Estonian society.  To that end, I intend to publish a number of 

articles on the local experience of places of specific note in Estonian society, the first of which 

being Kohtla-Järve.  I hope also to present my research at both national and international 

conferences, including the annual convention of the Association for Slavic, East European, and 

Eurasian Studies and the Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies.  The state of 

scholarship on Baltic history is naturally better developed in East Europe, so I hope also to 

introduce a greater American presence in these organizations. 

Finally, I believe that one of the best ways we can improve the state of American primary 

and higher education on history will be to introduce the histories of smaller states and 

nationalities into discussions of broader developments in world history.  I believe my research 

will help me place Estonia within the greater context of not only Soviet history, but also a Baltic 

Sea world. 
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